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Trick Calc

skier did BB, RBB in one pass, then stuck a surface 7F in the
second pass, all hand held. The rule reads that under trick #5
I think, one can get credit for up to a 720 in one direction and
up to 360 in the other, hence 7F, RO. Looking at that run. I
thought that he could get credit for the 7F out of the second
pass replacing the initial BB in the first pass and the RBB out
of the first pass because another rule reads that we can give
him the highest scoring trick under one rule #, etc. The
program would not allow it. Is it because the tricks are in two
separate passes? )r = ? Please help us all out because they
found this issue very interesting and I told them I would get an
official answer. It was the most fun I have had a tournament
in a while and, as always, I learned something new. Of
course, the rest of the tournament was boring and it is difficult
to meet 60 new faces in one week-end although I did know our
host Randy Hocking.
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Master Scorebook

For trick number 5 the higher valued trick should be credited
regardless of order performed. E.g. if 360 performed and then
subsequently a 540 or 720 then the 540 or 720 should be
credit and the 360 a repeast. That part seems to be working if
it the same pass but nothing in the rule says that has to be the
case
Sequence BB, RBB, …. 7F
If in the same pass the 7F is marked credit but both the BB
and RBB are being marked repeat. However only the first BB
should be a repeat as the reverse should still be allowed.
Also, if the 540 or 720 is NC or Fall the originals are not reset
to credit.
Dialog Box being shown when passed marked as END or
FALL. This should not be happening.
Fixed issue that was happening when there were skiers
Ties do not seem to be handled correctly. See 17M086
marked not ready for placement.
Update all scorebook summaries to show asterisks instead of
999 showing for placements but it should be asterisks
999
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Issue
M4 skier starts at 34 / 15, next pass 34 / 22, then on the next
pass wants to ski 36 / 22 but when selecting Opt Up it sets the
pass to 36 / 15 when it should set it to 36 / 22
Exception encountered attempting to update chief scorer.
Exception was a System.DBNull casting exception

Notes
Fixed determination of line length when selecting speed above
division max. This includes divisions where the division max
is more than 1 speed below top speed
If the chief official reference on the tournament was null then
this was causing the issue. Not sure how this could happen
but it seems to happen in some circumstances.

